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WHO WE ARE & WHAT WE DO
Providing Clinical Operations, Project Management resourcing,
and Consulting services within the Pharmaceutical Industry, we use
our deep expertise to identify quality solutions that you execute your
clinical study on time. With at help willingness to help sponsors and CROs
accelerate the delivery of innovative treatments to patients, our model is
comprised of the most successful management techniques. Utilizing our experience of
managing clinical trials across a range of medical conditions, we apply our focus towards
providing a tailored customer experience backed by strong data. Dedicated to optimized
studies and risk management, our goal is to support your race in drug development.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
THERAPEUTIC FOCUS
Zanteris has a broad experience across the comprehensive development
lifecycle of clinical trials in areas such as:
Oncology
Immuno-Oncology
Immunology

Musculoskeletal
Cardiovascular

Gastrointestinal
Rare Diseases
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OUR VALUES

Trust & Accountability
A culture to allow a
creative environment
and transparency

Respect & Integrity
Doing the right things
with a strong
moral principles

Embrace Challenges
Opportunities to Learn,
Grow, and Improve

Patient Focused
Dedicated & Passionate
for improving patient’s
lives

Elevating Partership
People don’t buy
what you do; they
buy why you do it

Customized Approach
Absorb your company
culture, and mission to
make the perfect match

As your
in-house clinical
operations expert,
we will evaluate
the amount of time
required for the project at
hand, provide you with the
expertise and resources
necessary to successfully
complete your program,
and guide you with
measurable
performance
tracking. Let’s
getstarted
today!

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
Clinical Project Management
From start to finish, our services range to help you achieve
maximized project performance, better-quality data, product
safety and subject rights. Within Phases I-IIIb of each clinical
trial, we manage:
Project planning, budget management and milestone
delivery
Oversight of GCP compliance, relevant SOPs, and
regulatory requirements
Primary liaising between Company and Customer per a
mutual contract
Third-party communication and vendor management
Risk mitigation and contingency planning

Clinical Project Manager development
We know that leadership skills are
essential in the development of clinical
projects. These Project Managers (PM)
should behave as the CEO of your
program. We work with you to:
Achieve maximum PM performance
Develop a fortified mindset and clinical approach
Consolidate budget management and finance knowledge
Strengthen PM leadership between Team and Customer
Bid Defense Meeting
As an opportunity to demonstrate that your Project Manager
is an expert in their field, we develop and adapt our training
based on your experience and needs to:

Clinical Operations Consulting
With over 50+ completed projects, our expertise aligns with
any clinical study to provide strategic planning, coordination,
and insight into a specific subject matter. Supporting the
operational and business development side of your trial, we
consult in:
CRO and third-party selection through RFIs and RFPs
Performance analysis and progress deliverables
Optimized roject-based resource management
Budgeting and forecasting

Teach a clinical PM how
to prepare for a Bid
Defense meeting
Assist in developing
professional
presentation skills
Improve and sharpen
the overall PM skill set
Implement Bid Defense
guidance trainings and
best practices

